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• Reduce time to market

• Increase value to market

• Increase quality to market

• Increase flexibility

• Increase visibility

• Reduce cost

• Increase product lifetime

BUSINESS VALUES
Overview
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• Functionality

• Reliability

• Usability

• Efficiency

• Maintainability

• Portability

Refer to:https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO/IEC_9126

QUALITY ATTRIBUTES
Overview
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Scrum is an iterative and incremental agile software development framework for managing
product development. It defines a flexible, holistic product development strategy where a
development team works ( 3-9 developers ) as a unit to reach a common goal, valuing the
following principles:

• Commitment

• Courage

• Focus

• Openness

• Respect

SCRUM
Overview
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Practice: sprint

A sprint (or iteration) is the basic unit of development in Scrum. The sprint is a timeboxed
effort; that is, restricted to a specific duration. The duration is fixed in advance for each
sprint and is normally between one week and one month, with two weeks being the most
common.

• Chance: Improve planning process, no 80% complete features,

• Risk: receive incomplete or unsafe device, strong process required

• Impact: Increase visibility, reduce time to market

• But: Individuals over processes ?

PRACTICES (SCRUM):
SPRINT
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Practice: sprint entry review

Sprint entry review ensures, that the planned backlog for this sprint is implementable,
testable, and that there are enough ressoucres to go ahead.

• Chance: Sprint entry review protocoll used as change approval for
upcoming sprint in DHF

• Risk: unclear entry criteria, scrum doc silo,

• Impact: increase value and quality to market, testability, maintainability

• But: Strong process and good working culture required

PRACTICES (SCRUM):
SPRINT ENTRY REVIEW
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Practice: definition of done (DoD)

The exit-criteria to determine whether a product backlog item is complete.The definition
of done may vary from one scrum team to another, but must be consistent within one
team. In many cases the DoD requires that all regression tests should be successful.

• Chance: when well selected, clear end-criteria, that leads to high quality
and clear visibility of progress

• Risk: DoD changed over time, principle scewed by:„planned,
implemented, done“, „Done vs. Donedone“ no connection to DHF

• Impact: quality to market, suitability, maturity, maintainability

• But: individuals over processes ?

PRACTICES (SCRUM):
DoD: DEFINITION OF DONE
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Agile software development describes a set of principles for software development
under which requirements and solutions evolve through the collaborative effort of self-
organizing cross-functional teams. It advocates adaptive planning, evolutionary
development, early delivery, and continuous improvement, and it encourages rapid and
flexible response to change. These principles support the definition and continuing
evolution of many software development methods.

AGILE
Overview
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Practice: automated developer tests

A set of tests that are written and maintained by developers to reduce the cost of finding
and fixing bugs.

• Chance: improve code quality, enable design changes, encourages
loosely coupled design, visibility of bugs early, enable refactoring

• Risk: test system not validated, results for tech file useless, no rules
defined for coverage, static vs. dynamic testing, do it later

• Impact: increase flexibililty, increase product lifetime, increase
changeability and stability

• But: Require test first/last approach

PRACTICES (AGILE):
AUTOMATED DEVELOPER TESTS
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Practice: test last development (implements automated developer tests)

Test-Last Development involves writing tests after writing the code to support the
requirements for a particular task. They exercise the system as it has already been built.

• Chance: improve code quality, enable design changes, encourages
loosely coupled design, visibility of bugs early, enable refactoring

• Risk: test perceived as overhead, tested as implemented, do it later

• Impact: increase: quality to market, flexibility, product lifetime, reduce:
time to market, and cost, increase changeability and stability

• But: Individuals over processes, responding to change over following
a plan ?

PRACTICES (AGILE):
TEST LAST DEVELOPMENT
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Practice: test first development (implements automated developer tests)

Test-First Development involves writing tests before writing the production code that will
support and eventually pass that test.

• Chance: better understanding of requirements, requirements based test,
more effective than test last, test/result can be used for tech file

• Risk: test first harder to implement, for official use test system has to
be validated, developer test approach vs. quality.

• Impact: increase: quality to market, flexibility, product lifetime, reduce:
time to market, and cost, increase stability, suitability, maturity

• But: Individuals over processes ?

PRACTICES (AGILE):
TEST FIRST DEVELOPMENT
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Practice: refactoring

Refactoring the code is to change the structure (i.e. the design) of that code while
maintaining its behavior.

• Chance: stop degradation of design over time, adapt to changed
requirements, improve performance, reduce code duplication

• Risk: intended/described (detailed) design outdated, SW and
documentation unconsistent, unexpected changes (e.g. timing)

• Impact: Reduce time to market, increase quality to market, increase
product lifetime and flexibility, affects maintainability and stability

• But: prerequisite: collective code ownership, automated developer
tests

PRACTICES (AGILE):
REFACTORING
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Practice: continuos integration

Continuous Integration is a practice of performing a clean build, full integration, and
running all tests every time a change is committed to the code repository.

• Chance: elimenate hardening iterations and big bang integrations, early
unmasking of bugs, good visibility of problems and progress

• Risk: non-functional test, test system not validated, no results for DHF

• Impact: increases quality to market and visibility of progress, reduces
time to market, improves: stability, maturity, testability,
changeability, suitability

• But: requires automated builds, deployment and tests, may slow
down development progress

PRACTICES (AGILE):
CONTINUOUS INTEGRATION
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Practice: simple design

The complexity of your design should support the current requirements at hand and no
more. By keeping designs simple, you can build your software more quickly, maintain it
with less pain, and modify the design incrementally, supported by refactoring and
automated developer tests.

• Chance: simple design leads to simple documentation of (detailed)
design, reuse of designs, adapt to new requirements

• Risk: change design without documentation, generated design docs

• Impact: Increase quality to market, reduce time to market, impacts on
stability, suitability, maturity, maintainability.

• But: sw safety architectures increase design complexity

PRACTICES (AGILE):
SIMPLE DESIGN
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Practice: (automated) functional tests

Functional tests respond quite well to increasing bug numbers as inter-module
dependencies grow: Unit tests can keep individual classes fairly free of bugs, but they do
not address inter-module bugs. Furthermore, as the code base grows, the number of
potential inter-module bugs grows faster.

• Chance: find functional bugs early, reuse test results for DHF, early
customer involvement

• Risk: incomplete test of requirement(best case), test system not
validated, testcases not validated/traceable, Customer
representative does not reflect customer needs.

• Impact: time to market, quality to market, value to market, visibility

PRACTICES (AGILE):
(AUTOMATED) FUNCTIONAL TESTS
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Nur wenn Sie Ihre Business Values kennen und bestehende Smells identifiziert haben,
können Sie die richtigen Practices für Ihr Unternehmen auswählen.

Agile und Scrum stehen nicht im Widerspruch zu den regulatorischen Anforderungen,
wenn man die Dokumente der agilen Prozesse geschickt mit den regulatorischen
Dokumenten kombiniert.

Agile und Scrum nicht ein weiteres Tool, sondern eine Frage der Kultur. Sind Sie bereit
dafür ?

CONCLUSION
Scrum und Agile, aber richtig
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THANK YOU !
FOR YOUR ATTENDENCEAND ATTENTION !
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